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Track Anything, Anywhere.

What is ShipTrack?
ShipTrack is the world’s most innovative and scalable logistics management platform.
Our motto effectively describes what we do: Track Anything, Anywhere.
This cloud-based service is easily conﬁgurable to ﬁt your workflow and offers an intuitive,
ergonomic interface that your workforce will adopt quickly.
Shiptrack’s Cloud Based software will allow you to Plan, Execute and Communicate your
work more efﬁciently. ShipTrack will also allow you to segregate different workflows for
different customer requirements.

Who uses ShipTrack?
ShipTrack is used by Last Mile delivery providers to help manage their pickup and delivery
operations as a response to the boom in ecommerce. ShipTrack is a solution to help you
scale with increasing volumes along with the
rising consumer expectations for real-time
visibility.
If you offer both dedicated and conjunctive
(co-mingled) last mile delivery services and
use multiple devices or systems, ShipTrack is
for you! We provide one single user experience
across your multiple clients for Dispatchers,
Drivers and Customers. This will improve driver/employee retention while reducing costs
and improving scan compliance back to your
customers.
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Why should you use ShipTrack?
Create Cluster Routes with Flexing Capabilities
Quickly and with Full Control
Flex and optimize routes and manage ETA’s with 360-degree visibility into
your logistics operations.

Manage On-Road Exceptions More Efﬁciently

Reduce the number of failed deliveries and drivers waiting for information
from Dispatch.

Improve your Inbound and Outbound Scan Compliance

ShipTrack can help Last Mile companies greatly improve scan compliance
while improving operational efﬁciency.

Strengthen Your Proof-Of-Delivery

Digital signatures, and photograph conﬁrmations are ways to help your
organization save time, and money while providing stronger support for
chain of custody.

Invoice Faster

Build the data required to automate your invoicing through EDI ﬁles instantly,
and have the data sent back to your Ecommerce partner in real time.

Want to learn more?

REQUEST A DEMO
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